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Summary

Upgrade Now

Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.69.
Improvements
Fixes

Upgrades are available at no charge
for clients with an active Enterprise
Subscription Agreement. To request
an upgrade or to discuss license
options, please Contact Us.

New Features, Improvements and Fixes
Improvements
1. When creating a room lock with a type of "Maintenance", the room search will automatically include nonhotelled owned rooms. [#17557]
2. Workforce Report SRF202 Room Occupancy Visual has been updated to include the active status of the room when the /includeinactive criteria
is used. Select ReportData.RoomActive in /of parameter of report to show this field.
3. Triggered Approval steps have been updated to allow Workflow Group Filtering to be applied.
4. Workforce Report SRF233 Alliance Charter Manifest has been renamed to SRF233 Charter Manifest Upload Template. The report has also
been updated with a criteria for transport codes. The /tc criteria allows a prefix to be specified (e.g. QQ) which only shows transports which match
the prefix.
5. The Folio Itinerary has been updated to show when a person is considered overbooked. [#17631]
Folio Itinerary Overbooked

6. SAM Roster Notifications have been updated to attach the itinerary for the person. [#17332]
7. Workforce Reports SRF153 Accommodation Master View and SRF158 Accommodation Master View 2 have been merged into a single
report SRF153 Accommodation Master View. This has been updated with a new criteria /compact which changes the template to match the
old SRF158 Accommodation Master View 2 report which has been deprecated.
8. Workforce Report SRF173 Manifest has been updated to allow drives to be excluded by using the /excludedrive criteria.
9. Workforce Report SRF306 Roster Nightly Run Audit has been updated to include common error codes which may be included in the results.
[#19309]
10. Automation Robots have been updated to provide additional details if they were not able to complete a Workflow request.
11. SAM has been updated to restrict camp access on the Dashboard and when running cleaning rosters if a user does not have access to All Camps.
[#19706]
12. SAM Rooms | Cleaning | Cleaning History has been updated to provide more accurate information on the next clean. [#19610]
13. SAM Reports | Accommodation | Check Availability has been updated to include clean status when the parameters
AdvancedCleanDetailEnabled and UseAdvancedCleanDetails are set to Y.

14. Workforce Report SRF295 Vacant Rooms has been updated to include Advanced Cleaning details. This report replaces the SAM Reports |
Accommodation | Vacant Rooms | Vacant Rooms report.
15. SAM Rooms | Cleaning | Reallocation has been updated to show Updated At instead of Completed At.
16. When a person is promoted to a new flight from the waitlist queue, their original flight seat will be released. If there is another person waiting to
be booked on to that original flight they are promoted. [#18542, # 19674 ]
17. Minor changes have been made to the SAM Rooms | Cleaning | Room Clean Details page to provide clearer, more complete and accurate
details of the room clean, particularly when advanced cleaning is being used. (See SAM parameters AdvancedCleanDetailEnabled and
UseAdvancedCleanDetails).

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue where the room search in Event Management and Group Bookings was not consistent with other booking screens. [#18425]
2. Fixed an issue where a Workflow site travel request was able to be processed even though the transport times were not valid. [#17652]
3. Fixed an issue with SAM Roster Notification emails where not all bookings were included in the booking information. [#19626]
4. Fixed an issue where large selections in Workforce Reporting criteria could cause incomplete results to be returned.
5. Fixed an issue where the Workforce Reporting Users page may not always show the correct timezone.
6. Fixed an issue where the Next Roster Start Date may not be correctly updated.
7. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF170 Cleaning Roster 2 where long names would cause the report to fail.
8. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF113 5 Week Forecast where only camps with permanent room owners could be reported on.
9. Fixed an issue where editing a Roster pattern would not show a confirmation if the roster was in use. [#19618]
10. Fixed an issue where the Night Audit was not marking roster issues as resolved. [#19742, #18864]
11. Fixed an issue with Folio where transports would be marked as cancelled even though they were still active in SAM. [#19714]
12. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF240 Village Occupancy where the summary details were not correct when using the /shiftstatus
criteria. [#19761]
13. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF175 Roster to Excel where offsite shift statuses were not included.
14. Fixed an issue with waitlisting in SAM. If the maximum waitlist size was zero for a transport then waitlisting was prevented even though
parameter AllowMaximumWaitlist=N should have disregarded the limit. If AllowMaximumWaitlist=N, waitlisting will be unrestricted for any
scheduled date on which waitlisting has been enabled. [#19812 ]
15. Fixed an issue where Travel Dates were not included in SAM Transport Notification emails.

